The (exact)
Introduction
Most editors provide a search function that takes a string of symbols and returns the first position in the text being edited at which this string of symbols occurs. The string of symbols is called a pattern, and the algorithm that detects the position at which a pattern occurs is called a (exact) pattern-matching algorithm. Pattern matching is not only important on strings, but also on multidimensional arrays, see [2, 4, 14] , and various kinds of trees that occur in term rewriting systems, transformational programming systems, code generators, theorem provers, etc., see [7] . Theliterature onpattern matching on different datatypes isextensive and still growing. Some of the pattern-matching algorithms on different datatypes exhibit avery similar structure: thepattern-matching algorithm on two-dimensional amays given by Baker [2] and Bird [4] can be considered as a two-dimensional version of the Knuth, Morris and Pratt (KMP) pattern-matching algorithm on strings [16] . Similarly, the bottom-up tree pattern-matching algorithm from Hoffmann and O'Donnell [9] can be considered as a version of KMP on trees. This suggests that there exists a general algorithm, which, when instant i at ed on the dat at ype list, would give the KMP patternmatching algorithm, and when instantiated on trees, would give a KMP-like tree pattern-matching algorithm. This general KMP-like pattern-matching algorithm is the subject of this paper. Pet-mission to make digitd/hard copres of all or pm-t of this material without fee is granted provided that the copIes ore not made nr distrib"tcd for pmtit or commercml advanqe.
[he ACM copyri~htls.sr-ver notice, the title of the publication xrd Its date appear, mxj notice is given that copyright N by pwrrrisslon of the Assoclatwn gives an equality function == on that datatype. Polytypic algorithms are now standard in the Squiggol community, see [22, 21] , where the 'Theory of Lists ' [5, 6, 13 
where hd :: L a -> a returns the head of a nonempty list. We write ; for Cons, and "abc" for the list Cons ('a' , Cons (' b' , Cons (' c' , Nil))). Function pre-L, which returns the prefixes of a list, is an example of a cat aJ.,, and function suf L, which returns the suffixes of a list, is an example of a scan_L.
?suf_L "acb!B "acb"; "cb "; "b"; "" ;Nil
Sets are used a lot in our programs. We suppose that we have a class Set with operators union and intersect, an empty set empty, an equahty ===, an operator remove which removes a set from a set, and a function bigunion which returns theunionof a list of sets. We let the type [al bean instance of the class Set.
Finally, we define a function decode which given a default value, a table, and a key, selects a value from the table if the key appears in the table, and returns the default value otherwise.
We also need a converse of decode which takes a table with sets as second elements. and an explanation for the sequence of numbers will appear later) by: O = {}, 2 = {"baa"}, 5 = {"daa!l}. If number n appeam below a position in the string, this means that the collection represented by n matches at the suffix of the string starting at that position.
yabaadaabaa 00200500200
The central idea of KMP pattern matching is to determine for each suffix of the text, the collection of suffixes of the patterns that match, andthen touse the fact that ifpmatche~d thestringx; xs, then thetail ofpmatchesxs. This fact ca be expressedas the following property of function mat ch_L. For all lists pandx; xs, we have:
where tl :: L a -> L areturns the tail ofanonempty list. For the string "yabaadaabaa ,, we now obtain, adding the empty string "" to the sets represented by 2,5, and using in addition the abbreviations 1 = {""},
To determine the collection ofsuffixesof patterns matching a string X;XS, it suffices to determine the collection of suffixes of patterns matching thestringxs, and to use a table obtained bypreprocessing the patterns to determine thecollection of suffixes of patterns matching at the string X;XS. Thetable isan association list, which associates pairs ofelements and integers with integers.
The integers denote sets of patterns.
For example, the table we would obtain for the above example would associate the pair ('a',3) with the number 4, and ('d' ,4) with 5. There exist several ways to implement association lists.
We have chosen the following type of tables,
The program for pattern matching has the following structure. Wemsume that thevaluema_L (abbreviating'matches all') is the set with just the empty list (i in the above example).
->La->LInt pm_L ps = scan_L (pmf (pp_L ps)) ma_L
So function pm-L returns a list, which at each position contains a number that denotes the set of suffixes matching at that position.
Each of these numbers isobtained by inspecting the previous number (denoting a matchset) and the current value, and computing the number denoting the matchset matching at the current position. It remains to describe function pp-L, i.e., the preprocessing phase that constructs the table used in pattern matching.
Preprocessing the patterns
The preprocessing phase is essential to KMP pattern matching.
The 
Matchsets
The sets of suffixes of patterns represented by numbers above are so called matchsets.
A matchset ms of a set of (suffixes of) patterns ps is a set of patterns for which there exists a list xsuchthat all elementsof msmatchatx, and noelement of ps not in ms matches at x. For example, for the patterns [l*baal!, "daai!]
We have the matchsets numbered 0,...,5 defined earlier.
Note that the set {"", "aa" } is not a rnat,ch.
set, since at any position where 11 salt matches, " a" matches too. The matchsets of a set of patterns are determined as follows. For these cases function pmf returns the default value real. data E a = Con a lSum(Ea, Ea) I Prod (E a, E a)
Anexampleofa cata~ist hef unction size_E, which takes a value x of type E, and returns the number of constructors in x.
size-E :: Ea->Int size-E = let f (n,m) =n+rn+l in cata-E (conet 1) f f Again, we will need the function ecan-E, the equivalenton thedatatype E aoffunctionscanr. The definition offunction scenx is slightly more complicated than the definition of scan_L, since we now need a new datatype, called LE a (for 'labelled expression trees') to represent the result of an application of scardl Values of the datatype LE a represent values of the same structure as values of E a, but they may be labelled with values. The result of matching a collection of patt ems in a tree is a value of dat at ype LE Int, where a value of the datatype LE Int is a value of the same structure as the argument tree, which is Iabelled at each point with an integer denoting the collection of (suffixes of) patterns matching at that point.
data LE a = LCon a I LSum (LE a, LE a, a) I LProd (LE a, LE a, a)
where top :: LE a -> a returns the top element of a labelled expression.
An example of a scan~is the function suf X, which given a value of type E, returns all its suffixes. The type SUM3 is used in the type of the association list, Two expression trees p andq are independent if there exists trees x, y, and z such that p matches at x but q not, q matches at y but p not, and, finally, both p and q match at z. For example, the trees VSum (VarE, VCon 1) and VSum (VCon 2, VarE) are independent, and the trees VProd We use category theory to describe the polytypicfunctions, Wecould have used thecode used todefinepolytypic functions in the polytypic programming preprocessor, but since writing polytypic functions using this preprocessor is still quite cumbersome, we refrained from doing so.
Preliminaries
In the sequel we will use functions map, or, bigunion, etc., on sets instead of lists.
The definitions of these functions on set are very similar to their definitions on list, and are therefore omitted, see [20] .
Sums and products
Though Haskell is based in CPO, we assume for simplicit y that we are working in a language like Set. We suppose the language we are working in has sums and products, that is, given types a and b, the types a + b and a x b exist. Furthermore, we have the usual projection functions fst and snd and injection functions inl and inr. Multiplication distributes over addition; for example, we have a function distlejl : a x (b+c) -+ a x b+ a x c. Given functions f : a -+ c and g : b -+ c the case construct [j, g] : a + b + c applies to left-tagged values, and g to right-tagged values, and discards the tag information.
Functors and datatypes
In what follows we assume that F is a bifunctor such that the category of F (a, -)-algebras has an initial object. Here, functor F (a, _) is obtained by fixing the first argument of F.
The initial object in the category of F (a, . 
The functions m from the initial algebras for these functors are encodings of the constructors: inG (.,.) = [Nil, cons], and in~(a,:) = [Con, Sum, Prod].
From imtiality of (D a, in) we obtain the following charact erisation of catamorphisms. 
It follows from the characterisation of catamorphisms that:
In fact, this is how instances of cata are defined in the polytypic programming preprocessor. We try to avoid using pattern matching in the definitions of polytypic functions. So instead of using pattern matching at the left-hand side of the definition, we use the 'destructor' function out at the right-hand side of the definition.
Polytypic functions
Cross and cp 
where function {.} is the singleton set function: {.} a = {a}. The proof of equality (4), by mutual inclusion, is omitted. Using the fact that decode is the inverse of code, and F id = id for a functor F, we have id = F (a, decode ms) F (a, code ms)
We use the above equalities to construct a catamorphism for function code ms . fm s.
code ms (fm s (in t)) . . 
code ms (h (F (a, decode ms) (j t))U {war}) where j = F (a, code ms fm s). Thus we have expressed value code ms (fm s (in t)) in terms of F (a, code ms . fm s) t, and it follows that code ms~fm s = 
